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Abstract Micro PIV uses volume illumination; therefore,

the velocity measured at the focal plane is a weighted

average of the velocities within the measurement volume.

The contribution of out-of-focus particles to the PIV cor-

relation can generate significant measurement errors par-

ticularly in near wall regions. We present a new application

of image overlapping, which is shown to be very effective

in improving the accuracy of time-averaged velocity

measurements by effectively reducing the measurement

depth. The performance of image overlapping and corre-

lation averaging were studied using synthetic and experi-

mental images of micro channel flow, both with and

without image pre-processing. The results show that for

flows without particle clumping, image overlapping pro-

vides the best measurement accuracy without any need for

image pre-processing. For flows with particle clumping,

image overlapping combined with band-pass filtering pro-

vides the best measurement accuracy. When overlapped

images are saturated with particles due to a large number of

image pairs, image overlapping measurement still does not

show any visible pixel-locking effect. Image overlapping

was found to have comparable or slightly reduced pixel-

locking effects compared to correlation averaging. In

addition, image overlapping utilizes significantly fewer

computational resources than the other techniques.

Nomenclature

dx, dy Horizontal and vertical displacements in

pixels

dzcorr Depth of correlation

k Fluorescent wavelength

Ukðdx; dyÞ Correlation function from an image pair

Uensðdx; dyÞ Averaged correlation function

Uovlðdx; dyÞ Correlation function from an overlapped

image pairs

NA Numerical aperture

e Signal threshold where depth of

correlation ends

dp Particle diameter

Ik(i, j), I0k(i, j) First and second image exposures

M Lens magnification

Np Number of particles per image

P, Q Image width and height

R Half of channel height

U* Normalized velocity

U�c Normalized velocity at the center, z = 0

U�w Normalized velocity near the wall,

z = 0.9R

1 Introduction

PIV was introduced over two decades ago to measure

velocity components in a planar region illuminated by a

thin laser sheet (Adrian [2]). To measure micro flow fields,

an extension of PIV named micro PIV was developed

(Santiago et al. [21]). A typical micro PIV system utilizes

an epi-fluorescent microscope, fluorescent seed particles

and an intensified camera. Due to the small scale, only

volume illumination is currently feasible. Thus in micro
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PIV, the depth over which the measurement is taken is the

distance over which the particles, both in-focus and out-of-

focus, significantly affect the measurement. The depth of

measurement is characterized by ‘‘the depth of correlation’’

of the imaging system (Wereley et al. [23], Olsen and

Adrian [16], Bourdon et al. [6]), where the depth of cor-

relation is defined as the depth over which the correlation

signal of particles significantly contribute to the correlation

function. A threshold e is chosen below which the particle’s

correlation signal is considered negligible. Typically, e is

1% of the maximum correlation provided by the in-focus

particles (Olsen and Adrian [16]). The change of the par-

ticle images and their correlation signals with respect to the

depth, or z-direction, is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the basic

form, the depth of correlation can be calculated according

to Olsen and Adrian [16]:

dzcorr ¼ 2
1�

ffiffi

e
p
ffiffi

e
p

d2
p

4NA2
þ 5:95ðM þ 1Þ2k2

16M4NA4

 !" #1
2

ð1Þ

Bourdon et al. [5] defined the depth of correlation based

on the curvature of the correlation function and obtained

the same result. The depth of correlation can be increased

by Brownian motion (Olsen and Adrian [17]), out-of-plane

motion (Olsen and Bourdon [18]) and in-plane shear (Olsen

[19]).

As demonstrated in Fig. 1, the velocity measurement is

a weighted average of the velocities within the measure-

ment volume. In regions where the contributions of the

out-of-focus particles either side of the focal plane are not

equal and opposite a bias error results. This effect may be

exacerbated by non-uniform seeding densities, particularly

for near wall measurements. Fig. 2 shows the effect of

depth of correlation on the measurement of a parabolic

velocity profile, where higher dzcorr values result in larger

errors. For higher dzcorr, the velocity is underestimated in

the flow center and overestimated at the wall, but as dzcorr

decreases the measurement values converge toward the

true value.

In many cases, significant depth of correlation and the

associated errors are unavoidable due to low numerical

aperture imaging systems and other factors that increase the

depth of correlation as mentioned earlier: Brownian motion,

out-of-plane motion and in-plane shear. The problem is

most severe for near wall flows, including biological shear

flows (Nesbitt et al. [15]) where the velocity magnitude is

small and the error is large. As a result, techniques for

reducing depth of correlation and associated errors will be

of utility to experimental practitioners.

1.1 Existing techniques to improve micro PIV

measurements

The quality of time-invariant data can generally be improved

by averaging. Time-averaged velocity fields can be obtained

by vector averaging, whereby velocity vectors are averaged

at each location. In PIV, as velocity vectors are obtained

from correlation maps, time-averaged velocity can be also

obtained from the averaged correlation maps. Correlation

averaging or ‘‘ensemble correlation’’, proposed by Meinhart

et al. [13] and Wereley et al. [22], is currently the first

choice to analyze time-invariant micro PIV data. Although

correlation averaging improves accuracy by improving the

signal to noise ratio of the correlation peaks, the accuracy

of the correlation peaks used in correlation averaging is

still affected by the out-of-focus particles within the depth

of correlation.

Fig. 1 Schematic showing the optical setup for micro PIV of channel

flow. The velocity profile is shown as a parabolic curve. The focal

plane is located at the center of the channel. Particles further from the

focal plane appear larger and dimmer and the strength of the

corresponding peak of auto-correlation decreases. The depth of

correlation, dzcorr, is defined as the distance over which the ratio of the

auto-correlation to the auto-correlation at the focal plane is greater

than e (chosen to be 1% in Olsen and Adrian [16]). Due to the

variation of particle correlation signal over dzcorr, the measured

velocity is a weighted sum of the velocities within the depth of

correlation

Fig. 2 Effect of increasing the depth of correlation, dzcorr, on the

measurement of a parabolic normalized velocity profile. The solid
line is the true profile, and the dashed lines are the velocity profiles

measured with a finite dzcorr. The arrows indicate the effect of

increasing dzcorr. With increasing depth of correlation, the measured

velocity in the center of the channel is smaller than the exact velocity,

while the velocity at the wall is greater than the exact value of zero
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A number of techniques have been developed to

improve the accuracy of micro PIV by reducing the

effect of out-of-focus particles. Gui et al. [9] proposed a

band-pass filtering technique called ‘‘micro PIV image

filtering’’ to reduce both single pixel random noise and

low-frequency background noise. This filtering technique

removes background noise due to out-of-focus particles in

a similar way to the phase-separation technique proposed

by Kiger and Pan [10], except that Kiger and Pan used a

median filter while Gui et al. used a mean filter. These

techniques rely on the difference in the spatial frequency

between in-focus particles, out-of-focus particles and

noise. By adjusting the filter sizes, band-pass filtering can

selectively pass the in-focus particles while suppressing

the noise and the out-of-focus particles. The band-pass

filtering proposed by Gui et al. [9] consists of two mean

spatial filters, one with small filter size to remove high-

spatial frequency noise and one with large filter size to

remove low-spatial frequency noise. Lindken et al. [12]

applied spatial filtering using a Gaussian filter, to improve

the measurement accuracy in stereo micro PIV. In this

paper, we utilize a band-pass median filter, a combination

of Gui et al. [9] and Kiger and Pan [10], to reduce strong

noise:

Ifiltði; jÞ ¼ medianðIði; jÞ; 3Þ �medianðIði; jÞ; 2rfilt þ 1Þ
ð2Þ

where median (I(i, j), s) is a function returning the median

value of a square s 9 s region centered around (i, j), and

rfilt is the filter radius.

Our tests have confirmed that image pre-processing

using Eq. 2 removes both background noise and out-of-

focus particles. To reduce computational time, we utilize a

constant-time median filtering algorithm developed by

Perreult and Herbert [20].

To control the focal depth, i.e. depth of measurement,

Bitsch et al. [3] proposed an image thresholding technique

called ‘‘base-clipping’’. This technique relies on the fact

that the intensity of the out-of-focus particles is lower than

that of the in-focus particles. Therefore, a suitable thresh-

old can separate and remove the out-focus particles. The

image thresholding is performed as:

Ithresði; jÞ ¼
0 if Iði; jÞ� threshold;

Iði; jÞ � threshold if Iði; jÞ[ threshold:

�

ð3Þ

A combination of image thresholding and band-pass

filtering was employed by Zheng and Silvber-Li [25] in

their velocity profile measurement of a micro channel. As

an alternative to all of the earlier techniques, the depth of

correlation can also be increased or decreased up to 2 times

by power filtering (Bourdon et al. [4]).

Image thresholding and band-pass filtering are usually

combined with correlation averaging. The combination can

be done in 3 steps. First each image in an image set is pre-

processed by band-pass filtering or image thresholding.

Second, a cross-correlation function is applied to each

image pair Ik(i, j) & I0k(i, j) in the pre-processed image set:

Ukðdx; dyÞ ¼
X

Q

j¼1

X

P

i¼1

Ikðiþ dx; jþ dyÞI0kði; jÞ ð4Þ

where P and Q are the image width and height.

Finally, the correlation maps obtained from a set of

image pairs are averaged to produce a single correlation

map, which is used to calculate the velocity:

Uensðdx; dyÞ ¼ 1

Npairs

X

Npairs

k¼1

Ukðdx; dyÞ ð5Þ

1.2 New application of image overlapping to reduce

the effect of out-of-focus particles

The image overlapping technique was originally proposed

by Wereley et al. [22] to increase the seeding density in

recorded micro PIV images of steady flows. In our study,

however, the application of image overlapping to micro

PIV data was found to additionally reduce the effect of out-

of-focus particles. Unlike the image averaging technique

(Meinhart et al. [13]), which works by adding images

together, image overlapping works by taking the maximum

pixel intensity at each pixel location:

Imaxði; jÞ ¼ max Ikði; jÞ; k ¼ 1; 2; 3; :::;Npairs

� �

ð6Þ

Thus, image overlapping can be considered as a

maximum filtering technique which, when applied to a

set of images, produces a single maximum or overlapped

image. As shown in Fig. 1, particle intensity varies across

the focal plane. The brightest particles are in-focus, close

to the microscope focal plane. Further from the focal

plane, the out-of-focus particles are dimmer. By collecting

maximum pixel intensities, image overlapping collects the

brightest particles while excluding dimmer particles at the

same pixel locations. In this way, image overlapping

collects the particles closest to the focal plane, effectively

reducing the depth of measurement. For a set of double-

exposure PIV images containing Npairs image pairs, image

overlapping produces a single image pair as shown in

Fig. 3a. Cross-correlation is then applied to this overlapped

image pair to obtain a time-averaged velocity field:

Uovlðdx; dyÞ ¼
X

Q

j¼1

X

P

i¼1

Imaxðiþ dx; jþ dyÞI0maxði; jÞ ð7Þ

Figure 4 shows the effect of using a different number of

images, Npairs, to produce the overlapped image. With
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increasing Npairs more out-of-focus particles are discarded

in favor of in-focus particles, and the resulting overlapped

image contains mainly in-focus particles and yields more

accurate velocity measurements.

When PIV is performed on images containing out-

of-focus particles, the shape and location of the PIV

correlation peaks contain contributions from both in-focus

and out-of-focus particles. In the majority of cases, the

contribution from the out-of-focus particles is unwanted as

they may distort both the location and shape of the corre-

lation peak. For example, the correlation peak with a

measurement plane at the center of a parabolic velocity

flow, typical of channel flow, will contain contributions

from the out-of-focus particles traveling at a slower

velocity. As shown by the solid curve in Fig. 3b, the center

of the correlation peak will be shifted toward zero and the

shape of the correlation peak will also be skewed in this

direction. An ideal correlation peak contains only contri-

butions from particles at the focal plane. When PIV is

performed on an overlapped image pair, as shown in

Fig. 3b, the peak of the correlation map becomes narrower

(dashed curve) and its center moves toward the location of

the exact velocity.

Like correlation averaging, image overlapping is only

applicable to laminar and steady flow conditions within the

acquisition time of overlapped images. Trying to apply

image overlapping techniques to unsteady or turbulent

flows can result in the broadening of correlation peaks of

overlapped images due to the flow statistics (Adrian [1]).

Further studies may be required to provide more insight of

such broadening effect to the measurement accuracy of

image overlapping. In the case of Brownian motion, sig-

nificant Brownian motion can also broaden the correlation

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Schematic showing the procedure to produce a pair of

overlapped images Imax & I0max from a set of Npairs pairs and the

effect of increasing Npairs on the correlation peak at the center of a

parabolic velocity profile. a Image series of the first and second

exposures I1..N_pairs & I01..N_pairs are overlapped by selecting the value

of the maximum intensity at each pixel to produce a single image pair

Imax & I0max. b Correlation peak obtained from the image pair without

and with image overlapping. Without image overlapping, due to the

contribution from the out-of-focus particles traveling at a slower

velocity, the center of the correlation peak (solid curve) is shifted

toward zero, and the shape of the correlation peak is also skewed in

this direction. Image overlapping reduces the contributions of

particles further away from the focal plane. With increasing Npairs,

the peak (dashed curve) becomes narrower and its center moves

toward the location of the exact displacement dxexact

Fig. 4 Image templates produced by image overlapping with Npairs =

1, 32, 256 and 2,048. Image size for each case is 64 9 64 pixels. For

Npairs = 1, there is an out-of-focus particle near the right edge of the

image template. However, for Npairs C 256, this particle is almost

hidden behind other particles
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peaks but cause no bias to the measurement accuracy

(Olsen and Adrian [17]).

Image overlapping can also be combined with a pre-

processing techniques such as band-pass filtering to further

improve the measurement accuracy. This can be done in

three steps. First, the pre-processing technique is applied to

a set of double-exposure images. Then, the pre-processed

image set is overlapped to produce a single image pair.

Finally, the cross-correlation is applied to the overlapped

image pair, and the correlation peak is fitted to produce

velocity vectors.

An additional virtue of image overlapping is that it

requires much less computational time than correlation

averaging. In PIV, image correlation requires O[N2] oper-

ations if using direct correlation (as in Eq. 4) or O[Nlog2N]

operations if using FFT-based correlation, performed on

image region of N pixels. Correlation averaging performed

on Npairs image pairs includes Npairs correlation calculations

and Npairs - 1 summations of correlation maps. Image

overlapping performed on the same image set includes one

correlation calculation and 2(Npairs - 1) image compari-

sons. Since in PIV, image correlation is the most time-

consuming calculation, a speedup of Npairs is possible with

image overlapping. In reality, the low speed of image

reading from hard disks prevents image overlapping from

achieving this full speedup.

This paper presents a study of the measurement accu-

racy of the earlier techniques focusing on the novel

implementation of image overlapping to reduce measure-

ment depth errors. Both correlation averaging and image

overlapping were tested both as standalone techniques and

as also in combination with image thresholding and band-

pass filtering. The images used in this study were of both

simulated and real flows. Figure 5 shows the flow chart of

the investigation.

2 Comparison of performance of image overlapping

and correlation averaging using synthetic images

The performance of image overlapping is compared with

that of correlation averaging using synthetic data. The main

benefit of using synthetic data is that the actual velocity is

known allowing validation of the techniques. The com-

parison was performed on images with and without the use

of image pre-processing techniques. The flow studied is the

parabolic channel flow shown in Fig. 1, with a channel

depth of 200 lm. Specifically, we considered the flow

properties at two pertinent locations: the channel center,

z = 0, and adjacent to the wall, z = 0.9R. The second

location, z = 0.9R, was selected in preference to the actual

wall as the theoretical velocity is not zero. As shown in

Fig. 2, the measurement accuracy at these locations is

significantly affected by the depth of measurement. The

optical, particle and flow conditions are the same for all test

cases.

2.1 Synthetic image generation

For each measurement location, a total of 2,048 indepen-

dent image pairs of size 1,024 9 1,024 pixels were gen-

erated in 8-bit grayscale. No artificial noise was added

into the images, and Brownian motion was not considered.

The uniform parabolic displacement profile in z direction

generates a maximum displacement of 27.03 pixels

between image pairs in the channel center. The velocity in

the x and y directions remains constant. Particles of 1 lm

diameter are uniformly distributed within the viewing

region with particle density of 1.74 9 10-4 particles/lm3,

equivalent to 10,000 particles per image. Particle image

formation follows the model employed by Olsen and

Adrian [16], with a simulated microscope lens of 109

magnification, 0.30 numerical aperture and 10 mm work-

ing distance. The fluorescent wavelength emitted from the

particles is 560 nm.

2.2 Image and PIV processings

As shown in Fig. 5, there are three options for pre-pro-

cessing the raw images: no image pre-processing, image

thresholding or band-pass median filtering. Subsequently,

there are three ways in which the PIV data can be pro-

cessed: vector averaging, correlation averaging or image

overlapping. A number of cases were investigated to

determine the performance of image overlapping relative to

existing techniques, with and without pre-processing. The

first case follows route A1 to B2/B3, i.e. the velocity was

calculated using either correlation averaging or image

overlapping directly from the raw images without pre-

processing. The second case follows route A2 to B2/B3,
Fig. 5 Image pre-processing and measurement techniques applied to

synthetic and experimental images
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where images pre-processed with image thresholding were

processed by either correlation averaging or image over-

lapping. The third case follows route A3 to B2/B3, where

either correlation averaging or image overlapping was

applied to images pre-processed by band-pass median fil-

tering. Synthetic images were thresholded using Eq. 3 or

band-pass filtered according to Eq. 2 with the first term of

the right-hand side being replaced by the image itself.

To study the effect of varying the number of image pairs

(Npairs) using in the overlapping and correlation averaging

techniques, an image set containing 2,048 pairs was split

into 2,048/Npairs image subsets. The measurement tech-

niques were applied to each subset to produce an in-plane

velocity field. To make a fair comparison, each result must

contain data from the same total number of image pairs,

which is 2,048. Vector averaging was applied to velocity

measurements from 2,048/Npairs image subsets to provide

the final result. When Npairs = 1, the measurement is 100%

vector averaging. For PIV processing, each image was

divided into non-overlapped regions of 64 9 64 pixels and

the velocity calculated within each region. The velocity

within each z-plane is the average of these velocities. The

standard deviation of the measurements was also obtained

for all values of Npairs.

To simplify the data presented in the figures, we define

the normalized measured velocity as U� ¼ UmeasðzÞ
UtheoryðzÞ. In

addition, we define the normalized velocity at the center

U�c ¼ U�z¼ 0, and near the wall as U�w ¼ U�z¼ 0:9R.

2.3 Results and Discussion

For the first case studied, the data are processed using corre-

lation averaging and image overlapping with no pre-

processing. The effect of increasing Npairs on the measurement

accuracy of both PIV techniques is shown in Fig. 6 for

measurement locations at the flow center, Fig. 6a, and

near wall, Fig. 6b. With increasing Npairs in the center

of the channel, Fig. 6a, the measurement using correla-

tion averaging (open triangle) converges rapidly toward

U�c ¼ 0:9971, while this is a good result, correlation aver-

aging is clearly under estimating the velocity. The mea-

surement using image overlapping (empty circle) converges

toward the exact value, reaching U�c ¼ 0:9996. A similar

trend is shown in Fig. 6b for the case z = 0.9R, except that

correlation averaging overestimates the velocity by at least

5%, while image overlapping produces an accurate mea-

surement for sufficiently high Npairs (around 2,048). In

addition, with increasing Npairs, the measurement standard

deviation of both correlation averaging and image over-

lapping decreases. As Npairs becomes large, the overlapped

images experience particle interference as shown in Fig. 4

and particles lie on top of (or are hidden under) their

neighbors. At some point the overlapped image will satu-

rate, thus increasing Npairs does not improve velocity mea-

surement accuracy indefinitely.

In the second test case, the raw data are pre-processed

using image thresholding or band-pass filtering. First, we

examine the effect of varying threshold level for a fixed

number of image pairs (Npairs = 2,048). The velocity

measured adjacent to the channel wall, z = 0.9R, is shown

in Fig. 7 for threshold levels up to 125 where zero

threshold level means no image thresholding (correspond-

ing to Npairs = 2,048 in Fig. 6b). With increasing threshold

level, the near the wall measurement using correlation

averaging (filled triangle) converges toward the exact value

of U�w ¼ 1, and the velocity error at threshold value = 75, or

30% of the dynamic range, is only 10% of the error without

thresholding. However, as threshold value exceeds 75, the

Npairs

U
c*

100 101 102 103
0.995

0.996

0.997

0.998

0.999

1

ErrorBars= σ/2

Npairs

U
w*

100 101 102 103

1

1.05

1.1

1.15

ErrorBars= σ/10

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Correlation averaging versus image overlapping in the flow

center, a z = 0, and near the wall, b z = 0.9R. The velocity

measurements are normalized by the exact velocity at the respective z
location. With increasing number of image pairs, both measurements

converge toward the true value (1). Image overlapping measurement

converges faster and for the same number of image pairs the random

error represented by the error bars are smaller than that of correlation

averaging. The errorbars plotted are 1/2 and 1/10 of the velocity

standard deviation for (a) and (b), respectively. Legend: open triangle
correlation averaging, open circle image overlapping
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measurement becomes spurious. In contrast, the measure-

ment using image overlapping (filled circle) produces

extremely accurate results without image thresholding and

is relatively unaffected by increasing threshold values until

the threshold reaches 125. The increased error at high

threshold values can be explained by the fact that at these

values there is little particle information to provide correct

velocity measurements. The correlation averaging tech-

nique appears to be slightly more sensitive to this ‘‘over

thresholding’’ effect. For this data, the optimum threshold

level appears to be 75. Clearly, the performance of corre-

lation averaging can be improved by image thresholding,

however, in a non-synthetic experiment it is difficult to

predict the optimum threshold level.

Additional studies of the effect of varying Npairs on the

performance of the optimum threshold show that for suf-

ficient Npairs correlation averaging performs significantly

better with thresholding. However, image overlapping

is relatively unaffected by image thresholding when

Npairs [ 10.

Finally for the third test case, an image band-pass filter

using a median filter was used prior to the PIV processing.

As in the second casem, a fixed number of image pairs,

Npairs = 1,024, is used. The effect of band-pass median

filtering on the measurements using correlation averaging

and image overlapping is shown in Fig. 8 as a function of

filter radius. The filter radius is varied from 1 to 32 pixels,

i.e. the filter size varies from 3 9 3 pixels to 65 9

65 pixels. The filter radii shown in Fig. 8 are normalized

by the diameter of the in-focus particle, Dp = 3.644 pixels.

Both Fig. 8a and b show that median filter can improve the

measurement accuracy for both correlation averaging and

image overlapping, though the improvement in accuracy of

the overlapping measurement is minimal. The best mea-

surement accuracy is obtained with smallest filter size of

3 9 3 pixels, or rfilt/Dp = 0.274 and the measurement

accuracy decreases with increasing rfilt/Dp. When rfilt C 32

pixels, or rfilt/Dp = 8.78, the effect of the filter is negligible,

and the velocities are approximately equal to the unfiltered

data plotted in Fig. 6. In these synthetic images, image

overlapping is weakly affected by band-pass median fil-

tering whist correlation averaging is significantly

improved. In Sect. 3.2, it will be shown that for experi-

mental images with particle clumping, band-pass median

filtering can also significantly improve the performance of

image overlapping by removing these clumps.

The comparison of correlation averaging and image

overlapping using synthetic images has shown that for all

cases considered image overlapping provides better mea-

surement accuracy than correlation averaging. Image pre-

processing techniques such as image thresholding and

band-pass median filtering can significantly improve the

measurement accuracy of correlation averaging; however,

Threshold level

U
w*

0 50 100
0.95

1

1.05

1.1

Fig. 7 Effect of image thresholding on correlation averaging and

image overlapping velocity measurements near the channel wall.

Using the optimum threshold level of 75 in 8-bit grayscale, or 30% of

the dynamic range, can significantly improve the measurement

accuracy of correlation averaging. Non-dimensional velocity is shown

as a function of threshold value for Npairs = 2,048. Legend: filled
triangle correlation averaging, filled circle image overlapping

rfilter/Dp

U
c*

0 2 4 6 8 10
0.997

0.998

0.999

1

ErrorBars= σ

rfilter/Dp

U
w*

0 2 4 6 8 10

1

1.02

1.04

1.06

ErrorBars=σ/5

(a) (b)

Fig. 8 Effects of band-pass median filtering on correlation averaging

and image overlapping measurements as a function of filter radius.

a At the flow center z = 0 and b near wall z = 0.9R. The number of

image pairs used for all cases is 1,024 and for in-focus diameter

Dp = 3.644 pixels. For both positions, the smallest error occurs at the

smallest filter size. Image overlapping gives the best accuracy and is

least sensitive to changes in median filter size. Legend: filled triangle
correlation averaging, filled circle image overlapping
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its overall measurement accuracy is still inferior than that

of image overlapping.

At high Npairs, overlapped images become saturated with

particles as shown in Fig. 4d, pixel locking (often referred

to as peak locking) can affect the measurement accuracy.

Pixel locking is a tendency for measured displacements to

consistently ‘‘lock’’ toward integer pixel values (Christensen

[8]). To study pixel locking, a new set of synthetic images

was generated using similar optical settings, channel size,

particle size and seeing density. A total of 2,048 image

pairs of 2,048 9 1,024 pixels size were generated at the

center plane z = 0 of an artificial shear flow. Horizontal

displacement between two exposures is dx(y, z) = 0.04y ?

0.3z. Other displacement components were zero. Both

correlation averaging and image overlapping were per-

formed on the image set. The histograms of the subpixel

parts of the measured displacements (between 0 and 1) are

used to study the pixel-locking effect. Figure 9a–b shows

the displacement histograms of correlation averaging and

image overlapping, respectively. Pixel-locking effect is

subtle in both cases, although slightly more visible in

correlation averaging than in image overlapping. At Npairs

= 2,048, where overlapped images are saturated, the his-

togram of image overlapping is slightly noisy but does not

show any evidence of pixel locking. Trying to increase

Npairs much further may increase the uncertainty of the

measurement. However, this is unnecessary as there is

diminishing improvement when Npairs becomes very large,

as shown in Fig. 6a–b. In fact, the maximum Npairs that

should be used with image overlapping is sufficiently large

that is unlikely to be exceeded for the normal range of

number of image pairs acquired during an experiment.

When applying image averaging, image saturation can

occur, causing significant degradation of measurement

accuracy (Meinhart et al. [13]). This problem of image

saturation only occurs in cases of extreme numbers of

overlapped images when applying the present technique. In

brief, the pixel-locking effect in image overlapping is

comparable or slightly less than that in correlation aver-

aging, and while image saturation introduces subpixel

noise to the measurements of image overlapping it does not

result in pixel locking.

3 Performance of image overlapping and correlation

averaging on experimental images

This section details the performance of correlation aver-

aging and image overlapping using images obtained from a

real experiment conducted in a micro channel. For com-

parison, the data are processed with or without image pre-

processing. Scanning PIV is used to take measurements

parallel to the wall throughout the depth of the channel.

This allows the extraction of the out-of-plane velocity

profile, which can be compared to the theoretical profile.

The scanning PIV images were processed using the pro-

cedures described in Sect. 2.2 to compare the performance

of correlation averaging and image overlapping.

3.1 Method

A schematic the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 10. A

syringe pump (Harvard PHD 2000) with a 5 cc syringe

perfused glycerol solution through a rectangular channel

with a nominal cross-section of 2,000 9 200 lm2. The

constant flow rate of 0.02 ml/min results in a maximum

velocity of 1.364 mm/s at the channel center corresponding

to a maximum displacement of 19.5 pixels in the recorded

images. The glycerol solution was made from a mixture of

2 ml glycerin, 8 ml water and 1 ml fluorescent particle
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Fig. 9 Pixel-locking effect based on the histograms of subpixel

displacements by a correlation averaging and b image overlapping for

various values of image pairs Npairs. At Npairs = 32, pixel locking is

visible in both correlation averaging and image overlapping. With

increasing Npairs, pixel locking decreases. For Npairs = 32, 128 and

512, image overlapping has less pixel- locking effect that correlation

averaging. At Npairs = 2,048, where overlapped images are saturated

with particles, the histogram of image overlapping measurement is

noisy but no obvious pixel locking is found
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suspension (1% solid). The glycerol solution had density

1.05 g/cm3 and viscosity 1.76 cP. The Reynolds

number based on mean velocity and channel height is

ReU_mean = 0.11 and, therefore, the flow can be considered

as a Poiseuille flow. The fluorescent particles, 3 lm

diameter with a relative density of 1.05, had an emission

wavelength of 612 nm. The average particle seeding den-

sity in the glycerol solution was 6.43 9 10-5 particles/lm3.

However, the seeding density was observed to decrease

near the channel walls.

The refractive index of the glycerol solution causes the

200 lm high channel to have an apparent height of

147.06 lm when viewed with the objective through air.

The channel was displaced relative to the microscope

objective using a computer-controlled 3D stage with sub-

micron accuracy. A stage scanning step of 2.5 lm was

used, corresponding to a 3.4 lm displacement of the focal

plane inside the glycerol filled channel, and 59 steps were

required to transverse the channel height.

Images were captured in the center of the channel width,

using a 109 objective lens with NA = 0.30 and a working

distance of 10 mm. Volume illumination was provided by a

continuous diode pumped solid state laser (Melles Griot)

emitting at 532 nm and transmitted to the microscope

through a liquid light guide (Leica). A MotionPro X5

intensified camera (IDT) captured 1024 image pairs,

512 9 512 pixels in size, at each of 65 scanning locations

throughout the channel height. To implement the overlap-

ping technique, the time between image pairs was selected

such that in the slowest regions the particles move more

than one particle diameter between image pairs.

PIV correlation used templates of 128 9 128 pixels

to calculate the velocity for all measurements tech-

niques. Vector averaging, correlation averaging and image

overlapping without/with image pre-processing (as shown

in Fig. 5) were performed to compare their measurement

accuracy. Velocity measurements are reported in terms of

pixel displacements dx.

The measured velocity profiles were then compared with

a theoretical pressure-driven Poiseuille profile in a rectan-

gular channel, White [24]. For quantitative comparison

between the velocity measurements and the theoretical

profile, the norm of the difference was calculated for each

measurement technique, where the norm, lnorm
2 , is defined

as:

l2
norm ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

X

R

z¼�R

UtheoryðzÞ � UmeasðzÞ
� �2

v

u

u

t ð8Þ

3.2 Experimental results and discussion

The experimental images present a number of challenges,

which are not present in the synthetic data. Unlike the

synthetic images, the experimental images contain signifi-

cant noise from various sources including high-frequency

noise due to low-light conditions and sensor dark current.

The particles are of non-uniform diameter; and therefore,

their brightness is non-uniform. Also in these experiments,

particles occasionally adhere to each other forming large

and bright particle clumps and skewing the velocity mea-

surement toward the velocity of the clumps. The effect of

these clumps is greatest on the overlapping technique, as

will be discussed later. In addition, due to particle interac-

tion with the wall, the concentration of the seeding particles

is significantly lower close to the walls (Moger et al. [14],

Cao and Wereley [7], and Li and Yoda [11]). The reduction

in seeding density near the walls will also skew velocity

measurements toward the higher-velocity particles in the

regions of higher concentration further from the wall.

The velocity profile obtained by vector averaging with

no pre-processing in Fig. 11a is the baseline case. The

measured velocity is compared with the theoretical

Poiseuille flow showing, as expected that the measure-

ments underestimate the velocity in the channel center and

overestimate it near wall. The standard deviation of the

measurements, represented by the error bars, is significant

across the flow. The value of lnorm
2 is a relative measure of

the performance compared to the theoretical values aver-

aged over the channel depth.

The velocities measured by correlation averaging alone,

Fig. 11b, are very similar to those measured with vector

averaging as indicated by the similar lnorm
2 value. However,

the standard deviation of the correlation averaging mea-

surements is significantly smaller. The performance of

correlation averaging can be improved by image pre-

processing as illustrated in Fig. 11c and d, with the appli-

cation of optimum image thresholding and image band-pass

Fig. 10 Experimental setup for micro PIV. Glycerol solution is

perfused through the micro channel into a reservoir. The channel is

scanned in vertical direction by a computer-controlled 3D stage. A

continuous laser beam passes though the liquid light guide to

illuminate the channel. The particles in the channel are imaged

through the microscope by a high-speed camera
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filtering, respectively. The optimum threshold level was 25

in 8-bit grayscale, or 10% of the image dynamic range,

lower than the level 30% found using synthetic images

possibly due to lower particle intensity in experimental

image and background noise. The improvements were most

significant in the flow center and near the wall. A consid-

erable decrease in lnorm
2 was obtained.

Image overlapping without pre-processing can be adver-

sely affected by the presence of particle clumps as dem-

onstrated by the poor performance of image overlapping in

Fig. 11e. The bright particle clumps are preferentially

collected in the overlapped image even when they are far

from the measurement plane as shown in Fig. 12a. This

figure clearly shows three particle clumps each of which

appears at least three times as the flow moves from left to

right. Clearly, the velocity of the biggest clump, approxi-

mately 1/3 down the image, is higher than the velocity of

the clumps above and below it. The resulting velocity

measurement at z = -88 lm in Fig. 11e is clearly erro-

neous. However, by applying band-pass filtering with

rfilt = 7 pixels, most particles clumps are removed from

the overlapped images, as shown in Fig. 12b, producing the

excellent velocity measurements as shown in Fig. 11f. The

lnorm
2 value of obtained when image band-pass filtering is

applied to image overlapping (lnorm
2 = 3.53) is almost

half that of correlation averaging with optimum image
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Fig. 11 Measured velocity

profiles of experimental channel

flow obtained with different

image processing techniques,

error bars represent the standard

deviation and solid curves the

theoretical Poiseuille velocity

profile. lnorm
2 decreases from

8.53 px with a vector averaging

only, to 8.25px with

b correlation averaging only, to

6.79 px with c correlation

averaging & image thresholding

(threshold value = 25, or 10% of

the image dynamic range), to

6.06 px with d correlation

averaging & image band-pass

filtering (rfilt = 7 px), to 3.53

px with f image overlapping &

image band-pass filtering

(rfilt = 7 px). e Image

overlapping alone suffers large

errors due to particle clumps,

which are removed by band-

pass filtering. A reduction of

57% in lnorm
2 is achieved using

image overlapping with image

pre-processing instead of

standard correlation averaging,

with the greatest improvement

in velocity measurements

occurring near the wall
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pre-processing (lnorm
2 = 6.06). In particular, the accuracy is

significantly improved in the near wall region where the

velocity gradients are greatest. The application of image

thresholding to the overlapping technique (not shown) does

not remove the particle clumps and produces little

improvement in accuracy. This result shows that even in

images with particle clumps with appropriate pre-process-

ing, image overlapping can produce a significantly better

measurement accuracy than correlation averaging.

There is a slight asymmetry in the measured velocity

profiles of Fig. 11a–d. This can be explained by the fact

that although the particle density is approximately equal to

the flow solution, it was observed that particles with lower

density concentrate near or even occasionally adhered to

the channel upper wall (z = ?100 lm), while the particle

concentration at the lower wall (z = -100 lm) is lower.

Measurements using vector and correlation averaging

(Fig. 11a–d) have a relatively large depth of measurement,

and the velocities measured near the walls are biased by

the higher velocity flow toward the center of the channel.

This affect is magnified on the lower wall (z = -100 lm)

as the number of particles actually at the measurement

plane is lower, resulting in a non-symmetric velocity

profile. Similarly, the particle clumps contaminating

image overlapping without image pre-processing

(Fig. 12a) have a greater effect when the seeding density

at the measurement plane is lower, causing more signifi-

cant error in the left-hand side of Fig. 11e. Once the

particle clumps are removed (Fig. 12b), the reduced

depth of measurement of the overlapping technique pro-

duces a velocity profile, which is much more symmetrical

(Fig. 11f).

4 Conclusion

The velocities measured using micro PIV are biased by the

velocities of out-of-focus particles within a thickness

defined by the depth of correlation. The application of

image overlapping to reduce the depth of measurement can

significantly reduce these errors. This was illustrated using

channel flow where compared to standard correlation

averaging, image overlapping produced a 57% reduction in

the value of lnorm
2 . The improvements in measurement

accuracy were greatest in the near wall regions.

Image overlapping is performed by taking maximal

intensities from an image set to produce a single over-

lapped image. PIV correlation is applied only once on an

pair of overlapped images to produce an average velocity

measurement. As the in-focus particles are brightest, they

are accumulated in the overlapped image. As a result, the

measurement using an overlapped image pair provides the

velocity of particles close to the focal plane. This effec-

tively reduces the depth of measurement and the associated

errors. An additional advantage of image overlapping is

that only a single correlation is performed making it sig-

nificantly faster than correlation averaging. The accuracy

of image overlapping improves as more images are over-

lapped until for a large number of images the overlapped

image begins to saturate with particles. Experimental

images containing clumps of particles may require image

pre-processing to remove these clumps before image

overlapping can be effective.

Correlation averaging has for the past decade been the

gold standard in micro PIV processing. However, using

both synthetic and experimental images, image overlapping

Fig. 12 Overlapped images with Npairs = 1,024 used to calculate the

velocity data point at z = -88 lm in Fig. 11e and f (cropped to

256 9 256 pixels). a The original overlapped image without band-

pass median filtering containing three large particle clumps, each of

which appears three times in the overlapped image. Clearly, these

clumps are not moving at the same velocity consistent with the large

error in the 4th data point from the left of Fig. 11e. b The overlapped

image after band-pass median filtering has removed the largest

clumps and causing the smaller clumps to become weaker. This

reduces the measurement error as shown in Fig. 11f
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was shown to out-perform correlation averaging, particu-

larly in regions which suffer, significant bias effects due to

out-of-focus particles. For synthetic images without parti-

cle clumps, image overlapping out-performs correlation

averaging even when correlation averaging is optimized

using image pre-processing. Fully optimized image thres-

holding and band-pass filtering significantly improve the

measurement accuracy of correlation averaging; however, the

optimum settings are difficult to predict without knowing

the exact velocity beforehand. In contrast, image overlapping

always produces optimum results and is only weakly affected

by image pre-processings. For experimental images contain-

ing particle clumps, the measurements using image overlap-

ping without pre-processing suffer bias errors from the

clumps. With the application of band-pass filtering to remove

the clumps, image overlapping continues to produce the best

measurement accuracy. Image overlapping with band-pass

filtering reduces by 57% the measurement errors compared to

that of plain correlation averaging and reduces by 42% the

measurement errors compared to that of correlation averaging

with band-pass filtering.

Image overlapping was found to have comparable or

slightly reduced pixel-locking effects compared to correlation

averaging. Image overlapping with very large number of

image pairs resulted in image saturation, reduced incremental

improvement of accuracy, and increased measurement sub-

pixel noise, but no visible peak locking was found.

In summary, image overlapping produces significantly

improved measurement accuracy with significantly less

computational effort than correlation averaging. This sim-

ple algorithm reduces the depth of measurement, producing

significant improvement in the accuracy of velocity mea-

surements in regions where the measurements would

otherwise be biased by the velocities of out-of-focus par-

ticles. Image overlapping presents an opportunity to easily

improve measurement accuracy in the critical wall region

and thus is particularly relevant to biological flows.
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